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LAST MEETING

For a chilly November meeting our attendance was very good and we were privileged to view
a very wide selection of photos ranging from ramps of brand new 737MAX to very grey

military hardware to biz jets to vintage de Havilland and lots in between! I am hoping that next
month we have a similar wide variety to view whilst enjoying the nibbles that Richard is

bringing – see further details near the end of this bumper Chat.

Incidentally, those who attended our July „de Havilland meeting „ will have immediately
recognised the header picture as a „Super Munk‰  (N260DC). ItÊs almost needless to say these

two „Bonfire Night‰ photos were both taken at Oshkosh.



BRANCH HAPPENINGS

For those of you who are not members of Air-Britain (and why not join – great value) you will
be both interested and pleased to hear that at the October 12th AGM our own Phil Kemp was

given the prestigious ChairmanÊs Award  for meritorious service to Air-Britain.
His citation reads: to Phil Kemp in recognition of his years of service in organising the Fly-In, in

his role as chair of the Executive Committee and in his new role as chair of the Archive
Committee – amongst many other services over an extended period for Air-Britain

undertaken while he is also still in full-time employment.

I am sure you will join me in congratulating Phil.

STN SCENE

Looking well ahead to 2020, SAS are adding 4x weekly service from OSL-STN from 28 June.
Appears to be seasonal and will be operated by a mix of 737-700/800. Also from 1st April RYR
are adding two new routes next year, to Tereira (Azores) and Kosice (Slovakia), with rumours a

third, to Cluj (Romania) the latter two possibly route transfers from SEN.  Stepping into the
Thomas Cook breach, TUI will be adding additional schedules to both Antalya and Dalaman,
plus new routes to Enfidha and Skiathos – as Michael has commented to me, the latter is a

plane photographerÊs paradise with its runway threshold just metres from the beach and even
less from the coastal road. There are demanding approaches to either end of a runway just

5,341Ê x 90Êand described as „short and narrow and undulating‰ – see picture below. Whilst it
is often compared with St. Maarten the latter can accommodate 747Ês whereas JSI is limited to
757-size aircraft. For comparison purposes the runway at SEN is now 6,089Ê x 120Ê and STNÊs

10,000Ê x 150Ê. 



Also looking ahead to next May, Loganair will be increasing their Dundee flights to 11 rotations
per week and also be using „larger 48 seater aircraft‰, presumably SAAB 2000. Earlier this
month it was announced that Jet2 has bought all of Thomas Cook's slots at STN for an

'undisclosed amount'.

Will they or wonÊt they? Ural Airlines have now announced (again) that from 20th December
they are to commence a 4pw service from Moscow Domodedovo to STN using A320 or

similar. Maybe we will be seeing Ural after all.  You may recall a similar report in my July Chat -
albeit then they were to use Moscow Zhukovosky - which failed to come to fruition. 

However, the Air India B787 service to Amritsar did commence late last month despite
conflicting views as to the authenticity of the rumours a few months back, so let us hope it is a

considerable success with maybe more destinations being added in the future. 

More local is the news that Titan are disposing of their B767 and replacing it in April next with
an A330-200 leased for 5 years.

And Late News is the announcement of a new Icelandic airline „Play‰ which is already
advertising, but not yet selling seats for its proposed A321 operations from Reykjavik to

European destinations initially with North American destinations to follow.  At this time this
proposed start-up airline will have a fleet of six A321 with a planned growth to 10 aircraft

within 3 years.  Actual routes are believed to be Alicante, Berlin, Copenhagen, Tenerife, Paris,
and London. Reports indicate that slots have already been negotiated, but are these at STN?

Anyone know?

Does this spell the end of the proposed resurrection of the Wow brand as outlined in an
earlier Chat?



A selection of recent STN movements courtesy of Andy Goldsmith

TC-ETF A321 of Atlas Global departing 28 October 

G-CLAA Boeing 747-446F of CargoLogic Air departing 28th October 



P4-CLA Boeing 767-2DX(ER) on 30th October 

Also 30th October, my very own (I wish) Boeing 737-79T BBJ VP-BWR 

Good news for biz jet fans is that Inflite Jet Centre will be the new European home of
Embraer's business jet demo fleet, and the manufacturer's Phenom and Legacy demonstrators

– and eventually the new Praetor 500 and 600 – will be based at STN. 

I am unsure how this fits in with the on-going speculation about the whole of north side being
converted into a business park and possibly even the construction of an Amazon warehouse

and distribution facility.  This links in with the rumour that Titan are currently looking at
relocating (or being relocated) to make way for development of the land their hangar currently

sits on, along with some of the old unused stands, into a modern business park.

Either way, I expect we will be seeing the gorgeous new Gulfstream 700 gracing STN at some
time.



Other news is that Ryanair are looking at this post-war idea as a possible way to increase
passenger traffic when there are slot restrictions at STN.

Oshkosh Part 3 is carried over to January

Nostalgia Corner

A few weeks ago I received an email advising me of a book tracing the history of CAFU which
many of our members will remember from its aircraft based at Stansted – I recall being taken

around their hangar in 1958! I ordered a copy on Amazon and I must say it makes very
interesting reading.

https://www.cafuhistory.com/



And thanks to Steve Knight again, a few more photos from down STN Memory Lane.  The
photos last month generated a lot of interest so please send me a few of your STN photos

from yesteryear so other branch members can enjoy them.

5N-AVR, a DC-8-52 of Intercontinental, taken at STN on 26 March 1985



N8414, Boeing 707-323, 26 March 1985

G-BFMC, BAC 111-400 of Fords of Europe, snapped in 1985

Anonymous Ethiopian Boeing 707, also taken in 1985

Nostalgia Air-Britain 

Last month I mentioned Andy GoldsmithÊs treasure trove of past ABNs , and this month  he
and I thought it might be interesting to see two other items he unearthed from the depths of
his wardrobe. Firstly there is an AB book sales list and secondly his A-B renewal receipt of 46
years ago. I actually have in the bookcase facing me as I type copies of the DC6/7 and DC8

books – which I still refer to from time to time - that are advertised at a combined cost of £1
(£11.50 in todayÊs money)!



Andy tells me his annual subscription was for Air-Britain News only, and with £3 being worth
no less than £36 today it makes the current price of just £41 for a much enlarged ABN (100+
pages per edition, including some in colour) brilliant value, or for just £67 pa to also include

subscription to the excellent Aviation World. 

A direct comparison of book prices is not possible as the quality has improved multi-fold and
the size of the books has increased greatly – the DC-8 book, for example, is just 70 pages of
duplicated typed manuscript pages with a few poor quality B&W pictures.  So the 1972 „Fleet
Operators: World‰ at 60p covering 350 operators isnÊt really comparable to the superb 2019
edition of „Airline Fleets 2019‰ covering 2,500 operators at £22.50 (£1.88 at 1973 values). 



What I, and other long serving AB members will notice, are the names Harry Drane and HB
Gwyther who were both stalwarts of AB for so many years. HuwÊs name lives on with Air-

BritainÊs HB Gwyther Memorial  Cup,  presented at ABÊs last AGM to Simon Wills who, many
will recall, drove down from Yorkshire to attend our Jubilee reception at the Hilton. HBGÊs

then address of 208, Stock Road, Billericay is one I remember from long before I emigrated to
north of the river let alone moved to just around the corner to that bungalow in this Essex

Alpine community. 

What, When or Where???

Just a bit of fun, this is a new section to Chat, and as it says on the label – what, when or where
is this? The pictures will not always be airport terminals! Answer next month.

The airport terminal featured in OctoberÊs Chat was at the Ilan and Asaf Ramon International
Airport, Eilat, Israel.  



The „topical‰ GA aircraft in last monthÊs Chat promoting our November meeting were, firstly,
two examples of the rare Johnson Rocket, and the tailwheel was a Concannon Radial Rocket.

(November = Guy Fawkes Night=fireworks=rockets, just in case you didnÊt follow my link! You
are warned, be prepared for even more tenuous links at our next meeting – details below)

NEXT MEETING

Our next meeting will be on Tuesday 3rd December, and did you know that on the same day in
1945 a de Havilland Sea Vampire LZ551 became the first purely jet powered airplane to

operate from an aircraft carrier, when the late Lieutenant Commander E. M. „Winkle‰ Brown
landed his aircraft on the HMS Ocean.  

See this remarkable colour footage https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0DDkzS6p7E 

Somewhat less hazardous, our next meeting will be a photographic evening with the theme 
„Winter‰

This is a very general title and can include a wintery scene, such as the one below of a ski-equipped
British Antarctic Survey DHC.6 which some spotter happened to snap when on a camping holiday near

the Halley Research Station, or simply a nice photo of a Ryanair 737 with a blue sky and bare trees
background, or maybe a Cherokee on a rubbish day at Andrewsfield with grey skies and snow on the
ground.  Or, indeed, just about any image that does/might evoke a winter idea/theme – maybe a SR-71

„Sled‰ for example. Feel free to think laterally, it is nearing Christmas after all and we just want to see a
few photos!



So please bring along your memory sticks with batches of 30 or so images and a bit of
narrative, etc.

There will also be a small selection of seasonal fare available thanks to Richard, to help whet
your appetites for the main event on the 25th  for which we suggest a donation to the Air
Ambulance. A collection tin will be close by, so please be generous.  As always, we meet at

20:15 in St. JohnÊs Church Hall.

Looking ahead to 2020 can you let Richard or myself have ideas for possible future Guest
Speakers – with names and contact details if available. We have a few irons on the fire already
but, so far, only two confirmed, one in each half of the year. Also let us know if you have any

thoughts/ideas for themed  photo evenings. Thanks.



And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

As always, thanks to Michael Jones for his help and editing of this Chat including some
illustrations, plus thanks again to Andy Goldsmith for some of the photographs I have used.

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


